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Abstract. Support structures of offshore wind turbines are subject to cyclic
stresses generated by different time-variant random loadings such as wind, waves,
and currents in combinationwith the excitation by the rotor. In the design phase, the
cyclic demand on wind turbine support structure is calculated and forecasted with
semi or fully probabilistic engineering models. In some cases, additional cyclic
stresses may be induced by construction deviations, unbalanced rotor masses and
structural dynamic phenomena such as, for example, the Sommerfeld effect. Both,
the significant uncertainties in the design and a validation of absence of unforeseen
adverse dynamic phenomena necessitate the employment ofmeasurement systems
on the support structures. The quality of the measurements of the cyclic demand
on the support structures depends on (a) the precision of the measurement system
consisting of sensors, amplifier and data normalization and (b) algorithms for ana-
lyzing and converting data to structural health information. This paper presents the
probabilistic modelling and analysis of uncertainties in strain measurements per-
formed for the purposes of reconstructing stress resultants in wind turbine towers.
It is shown how the uncertainties in the strain measurements affect the uncer-
tainty in the individual components of the reconstructed forces and moments. The
analysis identifies the components of the vector of stress resultants that can be
reconstructed with sufficient precision.

Keywords: Strain measurements · Bayesian updating of measurement
uncertainties · Reconstruction of stress resultants

1 Introduction

The main components of a fixed offshore wind turbine are the rotor including the blades,
the nacelle housing the generator, the tower, and the support structure [1]. The tower
and the support structure are connected via a transition piece. In the design, the time-
dependent behavior of a wind turbine system is determined using models describing
the relevant physics and the turbine control system. Even though the models are highly
sophisticated, they are subject to uncertainty. On the one hand, uncertainty is present in
themodel parameters. On the other hand, uncertainty is present in themodels themselves
(e.g. model uncertainty) as they do not necessarily include all influencing factors and/or
processes. To reduce the uncertainty in the modelling and consequently in the estimates
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of the performance, operators can install monitoring systems to obtain data from the
real turbine system. As an example, strain gauge rosettes can be applied at different
elevations of the turbine tower to monitor its actual strain and stress state. If the rosettes
are positioned appropriately around the circumference of a turbine tower, the actual time-
dependent stress resultants (forces and moments) in this cross-section can be monitored.
These load effects can, for example, be applied to updated predictions of the system’s
fatigue performance and improve decisions on inspection and maintenance actions as
well as support decisions on a lifetime extension.

In this contribution, an approach to reconstruct stress resultants in a turbine tower
cross-section frommeasured strains is presented. In this approach, a prior estimate of the
uncertainty in strain measurements is determined based on a physical model of the mea-
surement process [2–4]. Subsequently, the priormeasurement uncertainty is updatedwith
outcomes of actual strain measurements using Bayesian updating [2–4]. The updated
measurement uncertainties together with material and modelling uncertainties are then
considered in the reconstruction of the stress results. Their impact on the reconstructed
stress resultants is investigated in a numerical example.

2 Modelling Uncertainty in Strain Measurements

2.1 Prior Probabilistic Model of the Measurement Uncertainty

Mechanical strains can be measured with strain gauges. Strain gauge configurations are
commonly based on the Wheatstone bridge concept, through which small changes in
electrical resistance can be measured. In a quarter-bridge configuration with one active
strain gauge, an amplifier supplies voltage UB [V] to the bridge circuit, amplifies the
corresponding bridge output voltage UA [mV] and determines the i th measured strain
εM [μm/m] based on the following model [5]:

εM = 4

k

UA

UB
(1)

where k [-] is the batch-specific gauge factor provided by the manufacturer.
Strain measurements are subject to various uncertain influencing factors and hence

the measured strain εM is not identical to the true mechanical strain ε [μm/m] – the
measurand. In the following, the relation between ε and εM is modelled by the following
process Eq. (2):

ε = Bp + faa
ck(Xk ,T )

εM + faz + εT (XT ,T ) (2)

wherein Bp [μm/m] describes the model uncertainty; faa [-] is the uncertain amplifying
deviation factor; faz [μm/m] is the uncertain amplifier zero deviation and T [°C] is
temperature of the substrate, which is also measured. (Note that the uncertainty in the
measured temperatures is neglected in the following. Also note that the values of faa and
faz depend on the measured value εM [2].) ck(Xk ,T ) [-] is the correction coefficient of
the gauge factor k, which is defined as [2]:

ck(Xk ,T ) = 1 + Bs + fs,v + fs,q + αk · (
T − 20 ◦C

)
(3)
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where Bs [-] quantifies the model uncertainty associated with the gauge factor correction
model; fs,v [-] is the gauge factor variation; fs,q [-] is the transverse strain correction
factor and αk · (T − 20 ◦C) [-] models the temperature variation of the gauge factor. The
coefficient αk [1/K] is an empirical quantity. The transverse strain correction factor fs,q
is given by [5]:

fs,q = q

1 − qν0

(
εq

εl
+ ν0

)
(4)

wherein q [-] is the transverse sensitivity; ν0 [-] is Poisson’s ratio of the material used
in the experiments performed by the manufacture to determine the gauge factor and εq
[μm/m] and εl [μm/m] are the actual strains perpendicular and parallel to the primary
axis of the strain gauge. In Eq. (2), εT (XT ,T ) [μm/m] is introduced to computationally
compensate the temperature drift of the sensor. This quantity is referred to as the apparent
strain and is defined as:

εT (XT ,T ) = ε̂T (T ) + BT · (
T − 20 ◦C

)
(5)

where ε̂T (T ) [μm/m] is a batch-specific temperature-variation curve supplied by the
manufacturer and BT · (T − 20 ◦C) [μm/m] is the model uncertainty of the temperature-
variation curve.

The uncertain parameters of the process equation X = [
Bp, faa, faz,XT

k ,XT
T

]T
with

Xk = [
Bs, fs,v, αk

]T and XT = [BT ] are modelled probabilistically [2], i.e. they are
modelled as random variables. Their joint probability density function (PDF) is denoted
by p(x).

The process equation defined in Eq. (2) combined with the probabilistic model p(x)
of its parameters X constitutes the prior probabilistic model of the measurement

uncertainty [2]. Based on this model, the prior distribution of the mechanical strain
p′(ε|εM ,T ) in function of the measurement εM and the temperature T is constructed
using a Monte Carlo (MC) approach [2]. To this end, samples of the mechanical strain ε

are generated by propagating the uncertainties in the parameters X through the process
equation while the values of εM and T are kept fixed. Based on the samples of ε, a
probabilistic model of ε is fitted (e.g. a normal distribution) [2]. p′(ε|εM ,T ) quantifies
the prior uncertainty in the measurand ε.

2.2 Bayesian Updating of the Measurement Uncertainty

The prior probabilistic model of the measurand p′(ε|εM ,T ) determined based on the
prior probabilistic process equation (Eq. (2)) is updated with actual strain measurements
using a Bayesian approach. To this end, controlled experiments are performed. In each
experiment, the true mechanical strain ε and the temperature T are kept fixed and a
series of n strain measurements

{
εM ,i

}n
i=1 is recorded with the measurement system

modelled by the process equation. Based on the recorded strains, a likelihood function
L(ε|εM ,T ) ∝ p(εM |ε,T ) describing the measurement outcome is constructed.

It is assumed, that the relation between the true strain ε and the measured strain εM
can be described by an additive measurement error e, i.e.

εM = ε + e (6)
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The probabilistic distribution of e at temperature T is denoted by p(e|T ). In the
following, it is assumed that the measurement error e is normal distributed with zero
mean and standard deviation σe. From Eq. (6), it follows that:

e = εM − ε (7)

When the value of ε is known, the distribution of e corresponds to the distribution
of εM shifted by ε. It follows, that for given ε the standard deviation of e is equal
to the standard deviation of εM , which can be determined from the recorded strain
measurements

{
εM ,i

}n
i=1.

Once the parameters of the distribution p(e|T ) are known (i.e. the standard deviation
σe), the likelihood function L(ε|εM ,T ) ∝ p(εM |ε,T ) can be formulated as [6]:

L(ε|εM ,T ) = p(e = εM − ε|T ) (8)

Subsequently, the prior distribution p′(ε|εM ,T ) of the measurand ε can be updated
using Bayes’ theorem:

p′′(ε|εM ,T ) = L(ε|εM ,T ) · p′(ε|εM ,T )

∫∞−∞ L(ε|εM ,T ) · p′(ε|εM ,T )dε
(9)

where p′′(ε|εM ,T ) is the posterior (updated) distribution of the measurand ε, which
quantifies the updated measurement uncertainty. p′′(ε|εM ,T ) depends on the measured
strain εM and the temperature T and must be separately derived for each combination
of the measured strain εM and temperature T [2].

3 Reconstructing Stress Resultants in Wind Turbine Towers

3.1 Inverse Mechanical Model (Relating a Strain State to Stress Resultants)

Figure 1(a) illustrates a cross-section of a tubular steel wind turbine tower. The blue
coordinate system in Fig. 1(a) with origin at the center of the circular cross-section and
coordinates (x, y, z) is the global reference coordinate system. Applying classical beam
theory, the stress resultants in this cross-section consisting of axial forceNx, shear forces
Vy and Vz , bending momentsMy andMz , and torsional momentMx can be reconstructed
from strains measured by three strain rosettes i = 1, 2, 3 distributed evenly around the
circumference of the section. The strain rosettes indicated as red dots in Fig. 1(a) are
here assumed to be applied to the outer surface of the tower. Each rosette consists of
three strain gauges a, b and c as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). At the position of each rosette
i = 1, 2, 3, a local coordinate system with coordinates (ξi, ηi) is introduced. The ξi-axis
points in tangential direction of the outer surface of the tube and the ηi-axis is aligned
with the global x-axis. Figure 2 shows a top view of the cross-section including the
positions of the three strain rosettes and the global and local coordinate systems.

It can be shown that the mechanical strains εa,i, εb,i and εc,i at position i can be
transformed to the normal strains εη,i and εξ,i and the shear strainψηξ,i of an infinitesimal
material element illustrated in Fig. 1(b) as follows:

⎡

⎣
εξ,i

εη,i

ψξη,i

⎤

⎦ =
⎡

⎣
cos2(α) sin2(α) 0.5 · sin(2α)

cos2(β) sin2(β) 0.5 · sin(2β)

cos2(γ ) sin2(γ ) 0.5 · sin(2γ )

⎤

⎦

−1

·
⎡

⎣
εa,i

εb,i

εc,i

⎤

⎦ (10)
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) Cross-section along a tubular steel wind turbine tower with three strain rosettes posi-
tioned around the section’s circumference and (b) illustration of the strain rosette on the surface
of the tube consisting of three strain gauges a, b and c.

Fig. 2. Top view of the cross-section including the positions of the three strain rosettes and the
global coordinate system with coordinates (x, y, z) and local coordinate systems with coordinates
(ξi, ηi), i = 1, 2, 3. The local ηi-axis points in the same direction as the global x-axis.

The angles α, β and γ determine the orientation of the strain gauges (see Fig. 1(b)).
Assuming linear-elasticmaterial behavior and a plane stress state, the normal stresses

σξ,i and ση,i and the shear stress τi at position i corresponding to εξ,i, εη,i and ψξη,i can
be determined as:

⎡

⎣
σξ,i

ση,i

τi

⎤

⎦ = E

1 − ν2

⎡

⎣
1 ν 0
ν 1 0
0 0 0.5 · (1 − ν)

⎤

⎦ ·
⎡

⎣
εξ,i

εη,i

2ψξη,i

⎤

⎦ (11)

where E and ν are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of steel.
Applying classical beam theory and noting thatσx(yi, zi) = ση,i, the relation between

the normal stress σx(yi, zi) at position i with global coordinates (yi, zi) and the section
force and moments Nx,My and Mz can be written as:

σx(yi, zi) = ση,i = Nx

A
+ My

Iy
zi − Mz

Iz
yi (12)
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where A is the cross-sectional area of the thin-walled tubular cross-section and Iy and
Iz are the corresponding moment of inertia about y and z-axis. Since the normal stress
σx(yi, zi) = ση,i can be determined at each position i = 1, 2, 3 from themeasured strains
εa,i, εb,i and εc,i, it is possible to formulate a system of linear equations with unknown
Nx, My and Mz based on Eq. (12):

⎡

⎣
1/A z1/IY −y1/Iz
1/A z2/IY −y2/Iz
1/A z3/IY −y3/Iz

⎤

⎦ ·
⎡

⎣
Nx

My

Mz

⎤

⎦ =
⎡

⎣
ση,1

ση,2

ση,3

⎤

⎦ =
⎡

⎣
σx(y1, z1)
σx(y2, z2)
σx(y3, z3)

⎤

⎦ (13)

This system of linear equations can be solved for Nx,My and Mz .
The shear stress τ(yi, zi) at position i can be expressed in terms of the shear forces

Vy and Vz and the torsional moment Mx as:

τ(yi, zi) = Mx

2Amt
− VySz(yi, zi)

Izt
− VzSy(yi, zi)

Iyt
(14)

with

Sy(yi, zi) = −
αz(yi,zi)∫

0

(
d − t

2

)2

tcos(αz)dαz

Sz(yi, zi) = −
αy(yi,zi)∫

0

(
d − t

2

)2

t cos
(
αy

)
dαy (15)

where Am = 0.25π(d − t), d is the outer diameter of the tubular cross-section, t is the
wall thickness, and Sy(yi, zi) and Sz(yi, zi) are the first moments of area at position i in
y and z-direction. The angles αy and αz in Eq. (15) are defined in Fig. 2. Note that the
relation between τ(yi, zi) and Mx is based on Bredt’s formula [7].

Based on Eq. (14), it is now possible to formulate a linear system of equation that
relates the shear forces Vy and Vz and the torsional moment Mx to the shear stresses
τ(yi, zi), i = 1, 2, 3 at the position of the strain rosettes:

⎡

⎣
1/(2Amt) −Sz(y1, z1)/(Izt) −Sy(y1, z1)/(Iyt)
1/(2Amt) −Sz(y2, z2)/(Izt) −Sy(y2, z2)/(Iyt)
1/(2Amt) −Sz(y3, z3)/(Izt) −Sy(y3, z3)/(Iyt)

⎤

⎦ ·
⎡

⎣
Mx

Vy

Vz

⎤

⎦ =
⎡

⎣
τ(y1, z1)
τ (y2, z2)
τ (y3, z3)

⎤

⎦ (16)

This system of linear equations can be solved for Vy, Vz and Mx.
Equation (10), (11), (13) and (16) define a deterministic inverse model, which relates

a strain state to stress resultants R = [
Nx,Vy,Vz,Mx,My,Mz

]T . In the following, this
model is denoted by:

R = f (ε1, ε2, ε3, ν,E) (17)

where R = [
Nx,Vy,Vz,Mx,My,Mz

]T is the vector of stress resultants, εi =
[
εa,i, εb,i, εc,i

]T is the vector of mechanical strains determined from strains measured
by strain gauges a, b and c at position i = 1, 2, 3.
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3.2 Probabilistic Inverse Mechanical Model

The reconstruction of stress resultants from the strain measurements is subject to uncer-
tainty. Uncertainty is present in themodel itself (model uncertainty), thematerial proper-
ties and the measurements. To model the uncertainty in the (inverse) mechanical model
itself, a random variable Xstr with unit mean is introduced – in accordance with the
probabilistic model code of the Joint Committee of Structural Safety (JCSS) [8] – which
is multiplied to the model output, i.e.:

R = Xstr · f (ε1, ε2, ε3, ν,E) (18)

The uncertainty in the material properties is quantified by modelling the Young’s
modulus E and the Poisson’s ratio ν as random variables. This approach assumes that
the spatial variability in the material properties is negligible. However, the model could
be extended to account for the spatial variability by applying a random field approach.

The uncertainties in themechanical strains εi, i = 1, 2, 3 corresponding to the strains
measured by the strain gauges at the positions of the different strain rosettes aremodelled
as described in Sect. 2.

4 Numerical Example

In the following, the approach presented in Sect. 2 and 3 is illustrated in a numerical
example. First, the prior distribution of the mechanical strain p′(ε|εM ,T ) for a given
measurement outcome εM = 60 μm/m and temperature T = 20 °C is constructed
based on the process equation using MC simulation as described in Sect. 2.1 and the
temperature-variation curve ε̂s(T ) given in Eq. (19). The simulation considers 105 sam-
ples of the parameters X of the process equation, which are defined in In this numer-
ical example, the posterior mean and standard deviation are μ′′

ε = 60.04 μm/m and
σ ′′

ε = 1.15 μm/m. The probability density function (PDF) of the posterior mechanical
strain is shown together with the likelihood function and the prior distribution in Fig. 3.

Furth, a MC approach is applied to quantify the uncertainty in the reconstructed
stress resultants. To this end, a constant strain state at the positions of the three strain
rosettes is determined based on damage equivalent shear forces and bending moments,
which were determined for the cross-section at the interface between the tower and the
transition piece of an offshore wind turbine [12]. The computed strains are applied as the
measurement outcomes. Strictly, an analysis of the posterior measurement uncertainty
for eachmeasured strain εM and temperatureT as described inSect. 2 has to be performed.
In this numerical example, however, we adopt a simplified approach, inwhichwe assume
that (a) the temperature is T = 20 °C, (b) the posterior standard deviation σ ′′

ε determined
above can be applied to quantify the uncertainty in the strain measurement regardless of
the measured strain εM and (c) individual measurements are statistically independent.
Based on these assumptions, we generate 105 independent and identical distributed
(i.i.d.) samples of the mechanical strain εj,i, j = a, b, c and i = 1, 2, 3 at the position of
the strain rosettes from a normal distribution with mean equal to εM,j,i, j = a, b, c and
i = 1, 2, 3 and standard deviation equal to σ ′′

ε. In this way, we implicitly model the
error in the strain measurements to be additive and normal distributed with zero mean
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Fig. 3. Prior distribution p′(ε|εM , T ) of ε, likelihood function L(ε|εM , T ) and posterior distri-
bution p′′(ε|εM ,T ) of ε for εM = 60 μm/m and T = 20 °C.

and standard deviation σ ′′
ε. In addition, 105 samples of the Young’s modulus E, the

Poisson’s ratio ν and the model uncertainty Xstr are generated. The probabilistic model
of the parameters of the inverse mechanical model and the value of the angles α, β and
γ defining the orientation of the strain gauges in each strain rosette (see Fig. 1(b)) are
given in Table 2.

It is assumed that ε is normal distributed. The resulting prior mean and standard
deviation of ε are μ

′
ε = 60.1 μm/m and σ

′
ε = 1.73 μm/m.

ε̂T (T ) = −31.8 + 2.77T − 6.55 · 10−2T 2 + 3.28 · 10−4T 3 − 3.26 · 10−7T 4 (19)

Second, a hypothetical laboratory experiment is performed as the basis for updating
the prior measurement uncertainty. In the experiment, the mechanical strain and the
temperature have fixed values ε = 60 μm/m and T = 20 °C. The mean and standard
deviation of the measured strains are assumed to be μεM = 60 μm/m and σεM = 1.55
μm/m. As described in Sect. 2.2, the standard deviation σe of the measurement error e
in Eq. (6) is equal to σεM if ε has a fixed value. Based on this, the likelihood function
L(ε|εM ,T ) is constructed as described in Sect. 2.2.

Third, the prior distribution p′(ε|εM ,T ) of the mechanical strain ε is updated with
εM = 60 μm/m and T = 20 °C to the posterior distribution p′′(ε|εM ,T ) according to
Eq. (9). Given that p′(ε|εM ,T ) and L(ε|εM ,T ) have the functional form of a normal
distribution, the posterior distribution p′′(ε|εM ,T ) also has this functional form. It can
be shown that the posterior mean and variance μ

′′
ε and σ

′′
ε are given by [11]:

(20)
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In this numerical example, the posterior mean and standard deviation areμ
′′
ε = 60.04

μm/m and σ
′′
ε = 1.15 μm/m. The probability density function (PDF) of the posterior

mechanical strain is shown togetherwith the likelihood function and the prior distribution
in Table 1.

Table 1. Probabilistic and deterministic parameters of the process equation

Parameter Unit Distribution Valuesa References

Bp μm/m normal μ = 0, σ = 1 [2]

faa – uniform μ = 1, σ = 1.73 · 10−4 [9, 10]

faz μm/m uniform μ = 0, σ = 6.93 · 10−1 [9, 10]

Bs – normal μ = 0, σ = 4.38 · 10−4 [2]

fs,v – normal μ = 0, σ = 7 · 10−3 [9, 10]

αk 1/°C normal μ = 0, σ = 6.99 · 10−3 [9, 10]

BT μm/(m K) normal μ = 0, σ = 1.19 [9, 10]

q – deterministic 5 · 10−4 [5]

ν0 – deterministic 0.285 [5]

εq/εl – deterministic 0.3
a μ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the corresponding parameter

Furth, a MC approach is applied to quantify the uncertainty in the reconstructed
stress resultants. To this end, a constant strain state at the positions of the three strain
rosettes is determined based on damage equivalent shear forces and bending moments,
which were determined for the cross-section at the interface between the tower and the
transition piece of an offshore wind turbine [12]. The computed strains are applied as the
measurement outcomes. Strictly, an analysis of the posterior measurement uncertainty
for each measured strain εM and temperature T as described in Sect. 2 has to be per-
formed. In this numerical example, however, we adopt a simplified approach, in which
we assume that (a) the temperature is T = 20 °C, (b) the posterior standard deviation σ

′′
ε

determined above can be applied to quantify the uncertainty in the strain measurement
regardless of the measured strain εM and (c) individual measurements are statistically
independent. Based on these assumptions, we generate 105 independent and identical
distributed (i.i.d.) samples of the mechanical strain εj,i, j = a, b, c and i = 1, 2, 3 at
the position of the strain rosettes from a normal distribution with mean equal to εM ,j,i,
j = a, b, c and i = 1, 2, 3 and standard deviation equal to σ

′′
ε . In this way, we implicitly

model the error in the strain measurements to be additive and normal distributed with
zero mean and standard deviation σ

′′
ε . In addition, 10

5 samples of the Young’s modulus
E, the Poisson’s ratio ν and the model uncertainty Xstr are generated. The probabilistic
model of the parameters of the inverse mechanical model and the value of the angles α,
β and γ defining the orientation of the strain gauges in each strain rosette (see Fig. 1(b))
are given in Table 2.
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Table 2. Probabilistic model of the parameters of the inverse mechanical model and values of the
angles α, β and γ defining the orientation of the strain gauges in each strain rosette.

Parameter Unit Distribution Values References

E N/mm2 lognormal μ = 2.1 · 105, σ = 0.03 · μ [8]

ν – lognormal μ = 0.3, σ = 0.03 · μ [8]

Xstr – lognormal μ = 1, σ = 0.03 · μ [13]

d mm deterministic 7000

t mm deterministic 70

α ° deterministic 45

β ° deterministic 90

γ ° deterministic 135

The histograms of the reconstructed bending moments My and Mz and shear forces
Vy and Vz are shown in Fig. 4 (Note that the values of the reconstructed section forces
and moments are here normalized by their mean value). In addition, Table 3 summarizes
the coefficient of variations of the reconstructed section forces and moments, which
are estimated based on their samples. The uncertainties in the bending moments are
significantly lower than the uncertainties in the shear forces.

Fig. 4. Histograms of the reconstructed bending moments My and Mz and shear forces Vy and
Vz . The values of the reconstructed stress resultants are normalized by their mean values.
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Table 3. Coefficient of variation of the reconstructed stress resultants

Shear forces Coefficient of variation Bending moments Coefficient of variation

Vy 0.37 My 0.07

Vz 0.37 Mz 0.07

5 Summary and Concluding Remarks

In the first part of this contribution, a probabilistic model of strain measurements is
formulated. The model is based on a process equation of the measurement process. It is
applied to quantify a prior estimate of the measurement uncertainty. Bayesian methods
are then applied to update the prior measurement uncertainty with outcomes of actual
strain measurements. This approach takes all available information on the measurement
process into account. The prior measurement uncertainty is based on the probabilistic
formulation of the physical measurement process including model uncertainties associ-
ated with the applied physical model. The likelihood function is constructed based on a
model of the observation-based measurement uncertainty and used to update the prior
measurement uncertainty. By updating the prior measurement uncertainty, an improved
estimate of the uncertainty in the strain measurement is obtained.

In the second part of the paper, an inverse mechanical model for reconstructing stress
resultants in a cross-section of a wind turbine tower is presented. Finally, the methods
for modelling strain measurements and the inverse mechanical model are applied in a
numerical study considering a strain state derived by applying bending moments and
shear forces to a turbine tower cross-section. In addition to the measurement uncertain-
ties, the reconstruction is affected by the uncertainties in the material properties and the
uncertainty in the mechanical model itself. The numerical study shows that the bending
moments can be determined with the highest precision while the uncertainty in the shear
forces is higher. The precision of the reconstruction depends mostly on the accuracy
of the reconstructed stresses, which itself depend on the measurement uncertainty, its
dependencies and the size of the measured strains.
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